Employment by State

History of Art
(14 Responses)*

International Locations:
Australia

Industries
- Non-Profit 33%
- Retail 22%
- Education 11%
- Healthcare 11%
- Technology 11%
- Misc. Other 11%

First Destinations
2015
- University of Melbourne, Fulbright Scholar
- Christie’s, Cataloguer
- Snapchat, Content Analyst

2014
- Whitney Museum of American Art, Curatorial Intern
- Paula Cooper Gallery, Gallery Associate
- John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, Intern
- Christie’s, Administrator
- New York University Medical Center, Administrative Assistant
- Sotheby’s, Training Program

Percent Continuing to Grad School: 14%
- Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, Medicine
- Rutgers University, Medicine

*Industry, First Destination, and Graduate school attendance calculated using class of 2014 and 2015 data